60	EAST   AGAIN
their hair grow long in the fashion of the knaves in a pack of
playing cards.   The long robes that were almost universally worn
had disappeared and the Persian had lost his charm and his
individuality.   In badly fitting and exceedingly untidy European
clothes he has deteriorated in appearance,   I do not speak of the
higher classes, who dress well, but of the crowd of which the
visible population consists.   The strict enforcement of the edict
against national dress and the introduction of the Pahlevi kepi,
the ugliest and most unsuitable head-gear that exists, are due to
the Shah's determination to break the pernicious influence of
the religious classes, whose usurpation of control and whose
corruption was largely responsible for the state of decay into
which Persia had fallen.    Many who had no legitimate pre-
tensions nor any aptitude, either by education or by calling, to
recognised ecclesiastical position had adopted the robes and the
manner in order to benefit by the superstitious awe and instinctive
fear that marked the attitude of the uneducated classes toward
the Religious Orders.   The present Shah made quick work of
these obnoxious individuals.    His officers demanded to see the
degrees or certificates they had received from the universities
and colleges.   The vast majority proved to have no authority, nor
any fitness, to practise the profession or to wear the garb of
priests or scholars.    Under the menace of speedy and condign
punishment they abandoned their assumed calling and their
robes, and Persia was cleared of one of its principal evils.   But
at the same time the country lost much of its picturesqueness.
The Pahlevi cap, enforced upon the male population without
regard to age, station or suitability, is a misshapen form of kepi,
constructed of stiff material with a small and ill-proportioned peak
in front.   It varies in colour according to taste but is always ugly,
especially as it is as often as not in a state of semi-collapse and
seldom fit for wear.    This atrocious and ignominious headgear
is alone sufficient to ruin the attractiveness of the country, but
when there is added to it the crumpled ill-fitting discarded and
soiled suits of Europe the climax of disfigurement is reached.
Mankind in Persia to-day, once so picturesque an addition to
the landscape, has become an untidy and unclean blot upon the
scene.   The Persian is not shaped like the young Iraqi to wear
European garb, and he does not know what to wear or how to
wear it.   Size or fit seem indifferent to him*
Yet the traveller who after a long absence revisits Persia
cannot but be struck by the changes and ameliorations that have

